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Soren Christian provides expert economic advice across the value chain in the electricity and gas sectors in North 

America, the British Isles, the Middle East, and Australia. He focuses particularly on energy market design, power market 

modelling, and regulatory economics.

In the area of electricity market design, Mr. Christian has advised a range of private- and public-sector clients on different 

elements of wholesale and retail energy market design, such as capacity market design, forward market trading 

arrangements, retail price cap regimes, and renewables support programs.

Mr. Christian is an expert in power market modelling and the uses derived from it. He has supported a range of investors 

in understanding the value of their potential investments, public sector entities in understanding the value of different 

policy changes, and private actors in disputes. In all cases, simulation of power sector evolution is necessary for 

assessing values relevant to the context.

Within regulatory economics, Mr. Christian frequently supports network utility companies and regulators from around the 

world in rate case reviews, covering issues such as capital remuneration, cost benchmarking, and designing incentive 

regimes. His work has covered established liberalized markets and emerging economies undergoing privatization and 

restructuring.

Mr. Christian has been published in European State Aid Law Quarterly, as well as numerous NERA-branded publications.

Education
MSc in Economics, London School of Economics and Political Science

BA, University of California, Davis

Publications
• Energy Retail in Great Britain: Moral Hazard and the Illusion of Competition

• When Sisyphus Gave Up: Capacity Markets and State Aid in the EU

• Energy Supply Margins: Commentary on Ofgem's SMI

• The Potential Impact of Demand-Side Response on Customer Bills

Practice Areas
Energy



About NERA
NERA Economic Consulting (www.nera.com) is a global firm of experts dedicated to applying economic, finance, and 

quantitative principles to complex business and legal challenges. For over half a century, NERA's economists have been 

creating strategies, studies, reports, expert testimony, and policy recommendations for government authorities and the 

world's leading law firms and corporations. With its main office in New York City, NERA serves clients from more than 25 

offices across North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific.
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